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ABSTRACT 
Wakjira, Yadeni Korssa. Reliving the Middle Age: Starting An Elderly Day Care 
and Activity Center In Nekemte, Ethiopia. Spring 2018. 31 p. 1 appendix. Di-
aconia University of Applied Sciences, Degree Programme in Social Services + 
Option in Diaconal Social Work, Bachelor of Social Services (UAS) + Qualifica-
tion for the office of diaconia worker in the Church of Finland. 
 “And even when I am old and gray, O God, do not forsake me, until I de-
clare your strength to this generation, your power to all who are to 
come.”Psalm 71:18 
“They will still yield fruit in old age; they shall be full of sap and very 
green.” Psalm 92:14 
This thesis chose a particular group who touched everyone heart, the forgotten 
and the rejected elderly people of Nekemte. In order to relief the problems they 
are facing this thesis will lay the ground work on how to start the day care pro-
ject by carefully analyzing the theoretical background and projected realistic 
plan. The selection processes for the data analysis were carefully chosen and 
thorough investigations were made to achieve the proper result. The collected 
data was then analyzed as a case study to further help in achieving a more real-
istic project plan which in actual resembles an existing organization. The result 
showed that in Nekemte the elderly and especially the retired ones are most 
affected by the sudden change in their lively hood and some are suffering una-
ble to cope with their current situation. The thesis has developed a project plan 
which combined the theoretical aspect as well as the results from the data anal-
ysis to alleviate some of the problems by recruiting volunteers and integrating 
the target group to participate and stand for one another. The project will in-
crease the target group’s productivity and also provides a safe environment 
where they can age gracefully and dignified. 
 
Key words: participation, aging, preventive work, volunteer and volunteering 
activity, non-government organization  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Getting old is a natural phenomenon that every human being will go through, 
simple tasks like feeding and dressing oneself might come as a challenge to 
accomplish when one becomes sick, old, and tired. Ethiopians’ strong social 
fabric that existed two or three generations ago was the best system to care for 
the elderly especially if they are sick, tired, and weak to care for themselves. 
Traditionally, immediate family members and relatives took care of their elderly 
(grandparents and great grandparents, this could be done by the nuclear of ex-
tended family members) in their own homes where they are comfortable and 
able to receive care and familiar place to live in. The caring includes feeding, 
bathing, clothing, taking them out for different occasions, escorting them to 
church service, walking them to social events, attending wedding ceremonies, 
and other interesting gatherings. (Help Age International 2011.) 
Today, such social fabric has been eroded to the point that most old people 
whether educated, uneducated, poor, female or male are neglected in their own 
homes to live in isolation. Those who did not own a house or were not able to 
afford to pay rent are left to live a street life and some perish with undignified 
death. Even those who are educated and have the money do not seem to get 
good care because their children have left home to live far away from home or 
even abroad in pursuit of employment and a better life; as globalization has 
brought the world to a small village that most youngsters dream of moving 
abroad, as a result the elderly in our society are mostly alone in their homes 
because their children have their own lives in different parts of the country and 
different parts of the world. They usually stay at home and are not physically 
active for most of their times fearing that they might get hurt by falling if they 
have to walk out of their homes unattended. (Help Age International 2011.) 
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Based on the statistics given by UN, the number of aging population from de-
veloping countries is believed to grow very rapidly in the coming decades. For 
instance from year 2000-2030 the aging population in less developing countries 
is expected to grow from 249 million to 690 million.(Kinsella & Velkoff, 2001.) 
With that being said in Ethiopia, with current population of 102,350,020, the old 
population aged from 65 years and above consists 2.94% (3,093,079) of the 
total population. Due to rapid increase in population, Ethiopia is still in its lowest 
level of income-inequality in Africa. (Central Intelligence Agency) 
This phenomenon is also noticed at the regional level in Ethiopia, for example in 
Nekemte. Nekemte is a market town located in Western Ethiopia, East Welega 
Zone of the Oromia Region 330kms west of the capital city Addis Ababa. Ac-
cording to 2007 census Nekemte’s total population were 75,219 (Central Statis-
tical Agency 2007), whereas based on this year’s census the population projec-
tion value for 2017 were 121,385 (Central Statistical Agency 2013).  
This thesis consists of two parts: thesis report and a developed project plan for 
Elderly day care and activity center in Nekemte. This plan is to build a commu-
nity based inter-generational care and support facilities that people over the age 
of sixty, who are on their pension or going to pension, can live a dignified life 
and age gracefully within the community where they are living close to their 
loved ones and meet with their peer groups whom they worked and lived to-
gether in their work life, for as long as possible.  
Therefore, this thesis report tries to present important facts about aging, elderly 
people and how they can prevent possible situations that come with age and 
how they can stay active in their life after their retirement. Relevant theories of 
aging and key words were reviewed with social and diaconia values using litera-
tures and books. It also explain where non-governmental community develop-
ment projects could get their funding and especially in their community. The 
process of this thesis report and the development of the project plan are ex-
plained in brief followed by the analysis of the report and author’s professional 
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growth. The end product of this thesis, the project plan, is attached in the Ap-
pendix.  
2 PROJECT BACKGROUND  
2.1 Ethiopian Elderly people 
Ethiopia’s pension system is at its development stage (Alemu 2015) where only 
people who have been working as public employee in formal employments are 
guaranteed with a secured income (though it is not enough to cover the living 
cost of the current economy inflation) only upon retirement. The country has no 
other means of guaranteed pension for those who never had the opportunity for 
a formal employment and those of self-employed individuals do not have a 
guaranteed income provided by the state in a form of pension. According to 
Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs (2012), 5% of the population which is 3.6 
million people over the age of 60 years old was registered in the 2007 Ethiopian 
census. However, the majority of these people have no reliable income sources 
whereas only 500,000 people have regular public sector pension which is a re-
sult of regular employment. (MOLSA 2012.) 
Elderly people face big challenges when traditional patterns of care for elderly 
fail as children move away from home towns to bigger cities in search work to 
establish their own life. A study revealed that such elderlies lack access to shel-
ter, facing health problems, and loneliness which result in desperation and de-
pression as major problems. The Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs (2006) in 
its National Plan of Action on older person in Ethiopia explained their situation 
as follows, 
‘’Nowadays, older persons are encountered with various problems 
which eventually expose them to begging due to the absence of the 
necessary family and community support. Hence it is common to 
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see that older persons who have the knowledge and skill to help 
not only themselves but others are facing serious problems and re-
sort to begging.’’(MOLSA 2006)  
Therefore, through networking in the community, this project plan tries to deploy 
the role of reciprocal relationships between youth, educated pensioners (retir-
ees), volunteer Christians, business men and women, faith organizations, and 
municipality of Nekemte town to mitigate the problems of elderly people. Prob-
lems like for example loneliness which leads to depression, psychological des-
peration which in turn pushes them to age faster than necessary and even die 
before they enjoy their retirements.  
The elderly day care and activity center is meant for the old people who once 
were active and now seen as burden, excluded from labor force, and productive 
sector to live a dignified life in their community by strengthening their physical 
and social aspects through the services provided by the center. The center is 
going to be established by the people for the people meaning that the members 
of the day care are responsible for the management and other responsibilities of 
the project. These retirees will use their experiences and expertise to manage 
the center, maintain the service in the center, and lead the center to outreach 
other activities. People from the church community and from outside can also 
participate in the volunteer activities. The project depends on people’s voluntary 
work and their full participation.  
2.2 Description of development needs 
From observation, the number of elderly persons living in Nekemte town is in-
creasing greatly especially that of educated pensioners. These retirees are fac-
ing loneliness, depression, and various health complications of old age as soon 
as they retire and even some might just die before they reach their seventies. 
Despite the limited pension income received from the government, these pen-
sioners are often living in poverty and seen sitting under tea shops along the 
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streets of towns including that of Nekemte town. One can observe the common 
phenomenon of sitting under shades of trees or on the road sides. It is wide-
spread situation to see quite a number of them are begging around the streets 
of Nekemte town trying to win their daily meal. Not only that, these old persons 
are usually pushed away from being the beneficiaries of any such resource 
available in the area because they lack the ability to protect their right to live a 
longer and dignified life.  
This thesis project will develop the idea on how to create a system for helping 
and caring of the elderly people especially the retiree pensioners in the target 
area of Nekemte town. The project idea first started by having a formal interview 
and informal discussion with different groups of self-organized elderly groups, 
young professionals, few individuals of good wisdom, and pastors was conduct-
ed. The compiled and analyzed interview indicated that there is a need for el-
derly day care center just like the institutional care centers in the developed 
countries, especially for the educated pensioners in Nekemte town in order to 
avoid loneliness and sustain good health and be able to lead happy life after 
retiring. The day care center is very important for those who need assistance 
and supervision during the day, especially for those on medication. The center 
will offer relief to the family members or caregivers as they may have to go to 
work, handle personal business, or have time to relax with good trust that their 
relatives are well cared for and safe during the day time for as long as the day 
cares’ closing hours.  
The project will integrate the two types of elderly day care services, the elderly 
social service day care and the elderly health service day care which will help 
them to keep active. The health care service include basic health screening 
such as blood pressure and sugar level checkups, remind medication on time if 
on treatment and help them to take better care of themselves. The elderly social 
day care provides social activities for the older people such as reading, physical 
activity, games, singing, educational activities and so on. The project plan will 
be designed as simple and clear as possible for anyone who is interested to 
implement it. However the project management and its implementation mostly 
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will depend on the active participation and volunteering of the professional pen-
sioners as well as other interest groups within the day care. Their full participa-
tion will give rise to empowerment, increased sense of belonging and sustaina-
bility. 
2.3 Goals and Objectives 
The aim of this project is to replicate such facilities of the day care to every 
neighborhood which will be a senior-friendly community based support. The 
project is made to resemble the day cares in developed countries which are 
self-sustaining to the non-existent institutional day care to this part of the world. 
To enhance self-esteem of the elderly especially the educated pensioners and 
to sustain socialization, the day care after implemented and to its full potential 
will improve the day to day living of the retirees as well as the old and give hope 
to a different tomorrow which usually is reduced due to staying home after going 
to pension.  
Objectives of the elderly daycare center are to avoid loneliness of educated 
seniors on pension who had to stay home and indirectly giving time to their 
caregivers to do other things or even relax. To develop a range of elderly day 
care center services such as the health day care service program and the social 
service in every neighborhood to meet their social and healthcare needs. One 
must aim to create accessible care centers to seniors in need of day care ser-
vice, to encourage families and faith communities to take part in elderly day 
care center to support the needy. Moreover to involve all stakeholders (faith 
based institutions, unemployed/employed youth, educated pensioners, volun-
teers, community members, business persons, municipality and social office) to 
build a safe community for the elderly people.  
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2.4 Target Group and Beneficiaries  
Men and women aged 60 and over are targeted by the elderly day care and 
activity center but focus will be given to the educated and professional pension-
ers. According to the public servants’ pension proclamation, Ethiopia’s official 
retirement age is 60 years (Proclamation No.714/2011). On the other hand, a 
person who reached this chronological age is agreed to be referred as an older 
person by United Nations (World Health Organization). 
In this project some issues must be clarified concerning the selection of the pro-
jects’ target group who are the educated pensioners or retirees. Firstly, when 
these people retire from work they soon will face different and difficult life 
changes. Staying at home immediately after retirement will be a new life chapter 
they should adjust. They are the ones that feel lonelier when going to pension 
because they are separated from their peer groups after long years of service. 
(Riekkinen 2015, 252-267.)  Most educated pensioners live with their spouses 
who usually are in similar age group who still care for them. Though there are 
some lucky ones who have adult children living nearby or other friends or dis-
tant family members who come to care for them. However, this is not the case 
in most educated families because adult children and relatives have moved 
away to work from their homes.  
Secondly, the majority of people at the age of 65 and above are able to live in-
dependently and actively (Berk 2014, 449). Because of that it is only logical to 
be motivating them and supporting them to help maintain their energy and state 
of mind. Depending on these facts the project will provide them a space where 
they can continue their productivity and enjoy their old age gracefully. 
Thirdly, our elders have always been there for the society by way of helping with 
children, counseling the youth, family, elders and each other. However, this 
does not mean the project will not utilize those without formal work history or 
education. It rather finds a way to create a community where everyone is wel-
come to participate, contribute and involve in an organized way.  
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Furthermore, educated pensioners are the main target group because they 
have the time, awareness, and skills needed to run the day care center by 
themselves as pioneers. It is the project’s idea that this group of the community 
can set a good example in the community and helps attract other investors to 
participate in these activities. The fact that they have their own areas of exper-
tise helps them minimize the dependence on external volunteers while at the 
same time it attracts younger volunteers interested in their experience to be in-
volved. As an example a retired nurse can help fellow member on how to take 
their medication. At the same time a young volunteer nurse can acquire a lot of 
experience on elderly care from the elderly retired nurse. These types of rela-
tionships are vital in communities where awareness and resources are limited 
and projects usually fail if they cannot properly utilize their available resources 
to achieve a self-sustaining system.   
Interdependence as well as intergenerational solidarity of two-way giving and 
receiving between individuals of the older and the younger generations are use-
ful for the active aging group of the future. The youth will have the opportunity to 
gain access to the accumulated life experience from the elderly while at the 
same time providing social services like caring, giving love, and showing the 
respect they deserve. Both of them will enjoy the mutual benefit they receive 
from each other whenever the need comes. (World Health Organization.) The 
Norwegian Plan for Diaconia states that ‘’there are periods in life when we have 
the ability and possibility of giving, while at others times we need to receive. 
Reciprocity is a key work.’’(Korslien 2014, 209) We all take turn to give and re-
ceive help at some point in our life course. 
2.5 Diaconia and Diaconal Perspectives of the Project  
Diaconia in its nature mean service, service and activities that are provided to 
all people in need by deacons, deaconess and churches as well as by Chris-
tians (Olson 1992, 19). Diaconia is also showing selfless, caring and loving ser-
vice that we learn from Jesus’s deed in the New Testament (Collins 2002, 8). 
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“Love your neighbor as yourself” (Luke 10:27), Jesus’s commandment for all 
Christians to provide services for our neighbor: neighbor referring to people of 
God who are created in his image that need help, love and care. Our theology 
of Diaconia should be based on Jesus’s ministry the way he focus on the peo-
ple who are out casted from their community and society, people who are sick, 
poor and marginalized. 
Based on Christian faith, Diaconia work is usually done by Churches, congrega-
tions or individuals in the church, however, it must be inclusive of others who 
are not in the church. It is essential to work with other entities in the community 
as a partner to support, encourage, and advocate for people whose voice is 
unheard, powerless, and vulnerable. The church should recognize the govern-
mental bodies, different faith based denominations, international and national 
organizations that have potential, common interest in the project to participate, 
and bring change in people’s lives. (Nordstokke 2009, 20.)  
In Ethiopia, known for Christian religion, most of the population in Nekemte be-
longs to the Christian faith. Ethiopian Mekane Eyesus and Ethiopian Ortodox 
Church are the two main Christian denominations in Nekemte and other small 
factions of the Christian faith as well as other faith based denominations do ex-
ist in Nekemte. (Central Statistics Agency.) 
Several projects have been introduced through Mekane Eyesus Church sup-
ported by the faithful members in the country and donated by partner churches 
from around the developed world. And most of the projects were unable to con-
tinue because of insufficient fund or the project is short term due to other rea-
sons before they contribute sustainable changes in the society and empower 
people to act on their situations. Nekemte Mekane Eyesus Church is providing 
the diaconal work for everyone especially for the members. The church pro-
vides low threshold services for elderly people who are in need. Because of the 
increasing number of older people in the church, it is becoming impossible to 
fulfill everyone´s need. (Ebissa Waqarra, Personal Communication, January 15, 
2018.)  
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The elderly day care and activity center project will try to find way to solve the 
situations of the elderly people group. Following the diaconal work the center 
will accompany people in a process of changing their life. People’s participation 
in every process of the steps in decision-making and building relationships with 
each other will bring change in their life. The project focuses on the strength of 
the elders and their active participation for a positive result instead of seeing 
their defects. It is important to recognize that not only the professional but the 
people are the expert of their own reality. (Seeking Conviviality.) 
Therefore the center is going to be established by the people for the people, this 
refers to the pensioners who are responsible for the management and other 
responsibilities of the project. The center will provide them their own space 
where they can live a dignified life in their community and services to strengthen 
and maintain their physical and social wellbeing.  
3 THERORETHICAL BACKGROUND AND KEY CONCEPT 
Several theories have been developed through years by different scholars to 
explain aging. This project plan will focus on the two theories of aging, Activity 
theory and Continuity theory. Both active and continuity theories focus on the 
adult’s social activities in later life. The key concepts such as participation, vol-
unteer and volunteering, and preventive works are defined and discussed ac-
cording to the relevance required for the project plan. These key concepts are 
used in civil society as well as in diaconal work to empower people to deal with 
their life situations.  
3.1 Activity Theory 
“Activity theory proclaims that an older person should continue a middle-aged 
lifestyle, denying the existence of old age as long as possible” and the society 
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should accept them as they would for the middle-aged. According to Havighurst 
(1963), people must maintain the activities and attitudes they once acquire in 
middle age. Furthermore Havighurst suggest that it is important to find a re-
placement with new substitutes for the once that are lost through retirement, 
illness and death of loved ones. For example replacing intellectual activities for 
physical activities when physical capacity is reduced, engaging in other work 
role after retirement, and making new friends. (Eliopoulos 2005, 18.) When 
people retire from work the next thing that happen to them is that they loss their 
social identities (Moberg 2012, 36) and their withdrawal from the society 
through retirement may result in declining of their health (Minami et.al, 2015). 
Thus to stay active physically and socially pensioners should participate in a 
voluntary and leisure organization, child care and other forms of social interac-
tion (Nilsson et. al, 2015).  
In a religious context older adult of the church members need to be initiated to 
stay active in their congregation and community. Designed projects and pro-
grams may be useful for them to involve through volunteer activities. They can 
be offered activities such as prayer chains, friendly visiting, informal counseling, 
listening and encouragement services. These would benefit them to stay active 
socially, emotionally and spiritually. (Moberg 2012, 37.) 
Active aging, the term adopted by the World Health Organization, is important 
for older people to stay active and healthy in their community. Active aging is a 
process of optimizing opportunities for health, participation and security in order 
to enhance quality of life as people age. Active aging aim at giving all kinds of 
people including old, frail, disable and needy to give healthy life expectancy and 
quality of life as long as they are alive. Through active aging people will discov-
er what they are capable of in their physical, social and mental well-being as 
they age. It also encourages them to participate in society according to their 
needs, desires and capacities. Protection, security and care are provided when 
they need. Being active is a continuing process of participation in different as-
pects of social, economic, cultural, spiritual and civic affairs. (World Health Or-
ganization.) 
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3.2 Continuity Theory  
The Continuity Theory refers towards maintaining personal system such as an 
identity and a set of personality dispositions, interests, roles, and skills. In order 
to develop life satisfaction in old age it is important to laying strong foundation 
during young and adult hood. Most old people adapt to their circumstances by 
minimizing stress and continue to engage in activities that are similar to their 
past in a different way. (Berk 2014, 487.)  
Moberg (2012, 38) argues that continuity does not mean there is no change in 
person’s life circumstances. Despite that person’s personality and basic pat-
terns of behavior developed through years help to cope with the changes relat-
ed to old age. Person’s personality and basic patterns of behavior stays the 
same through the life course from middle-age to old age. If a person develops 
some patters during his life time it is most likely to follow the path at old age and 
stay active in a similar course. For instance, when a person continues to be a 
teacher, manager or use own previous role after retirement, it shows the fulfil-
ment of his identity continuity. In a similar way if he continue living in the same 
environment where friends and families are and continue interacting in the 
same community after retirement, this also reflect in the fulfilment of his external 
continuity. 
Continuity also appeals in a religious life of the person. Most of the time older 
people continue to follow their religion and even try to strengthen their spiritual 
life. To achieve continuity in old age, this theory inspires youth population to 
develop patterns. It is possible to follow the pattern, developed at early stage, 
as they get old and stay active as aging increases. (Eliopoulos 2005, 18.)  
3.3 Participation 
Participation has been given different meaning by different academics. For in-
stance N. C. Saxena (1998) defined participation as ‘getting people to agree to 
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and go along with a project that has already been designed for them or to get 
support of a few leaders’. The writer argues that this type of participation is not 
at best interest of the people participating. The project is designed for the peo-
ple only to take part in it and follow the instructions given by the project leader 
and the power distribution goes from top to bottom. It makes the leader respon-
sible for all management of the fund, assets and decision making. It is rather 
important to understand that participation has more depth than just being pre-
sent as a participant. (Cornwall 2011, 31.) Participation is more of ‘the action of 
taking part in something’ (Oxford Dictionaries), involve in decision-making that 
might affect outcome. 
The world Bank explains participation as a process in which stakeholders influ-
ence and share control over priority setting, policy-making, resource allocations 
and access to public goods and services (The world Bank). Similarly, Saxena 
(1998) states that it is a voluntary process where people of same interest come 
together to bring change in their life situation through different practices such as 
giving voice, making choices and decisions that can affect their situation posi-
tively. The participation process ensures contribution, influencing, sharing or 
redistributing power and of control, resources, benefits, knowledge, and skills to 
be gained by the participant decision-making. (Cornwall 2011, 31.)  
When people come together through self-initiating action it means they are at 
the highest level of participation which in turn empowers them to work actively 
to solve their problems, gain confidence to do more, and to bring change in their 
lives. At this level people tend to show better results than participating in a de-
signed project for them. (Cornwall 2011, 31.) 
‘Participation’ plays a key role in Diaconia work towards change (Seeking Con-
viviality, 13). Diaconia can respond to peoples need in practical implication in a 
way of answering to its call by taking action in the challenges of human suffer-
ing, injustice and care for creation. Diaconia may respond to the challenges in 
the form of development work. Through the development work, long term or 
short term projects, empowerment of the participant needs to be the center of 
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the work. (Diaconia in Context, 10.) Jesus asked the blind man what he wanted. 
He needed to know his wish for his life. (Mark 10: 51.) Jesus responds to peo-
ples need with compassion and He was encouraging them in different stories as 
written in the New Testament. In Diaconia development work it is essential to 
respect people’s autonomy, have faith in their ability, give space for their own 
thoughts and ideas; and in turn they contribute to change their life situation. 
When people practice their right they will be empowered and the group start to 
work towards sustainability. (Dietrich 2014, 39.) 
Regardless of people’s different background: social status, education, income, 
and so on people form groups through commonality interest. This commonality 
interest brings them together to identify their problem. In Diaconia work every 
person: professionals, vulnerable people, volunteers, members of congregation 
or outside of the congregation are all allowed to participate freely in the work as 
long as they have common interest in to take part in the Diaconia activity. 
(Korslien 2014, 209) 
On the other hand when the project is designed either from top or initiated from 
a grass-root level, it is important to define who is going to be involved in the par-
ticipation process. There are different programs and projects developed in the 
community to increase the participation of various kinds of people for example 
depending on their age, gender, income, health and more. For the purpose of 
this project elderly people’s social participation in the community development 
would be taken as a target group. Since participation is a process, it is important 
for the participant to involve in a participation process from the beginning. Par-
ticipating at the early stage of the project helps to stay in the course of planning, 
developing and implementing process of the tasks. (Cornwall 2011, 31-32.) 
People’s involvement in participation results in three main outcomes. The first is 
learning. People tend to learn by doing, for instance they can acquire 
knowledge through participation, in decision-making and problem solving. When 
people learn different skills they will be initiated to change their attitude, behav-
ior, gain confidence on their decisions and develop leadership qualities. Second 
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is empowerment. Participation of people in decision-making will always result in 
empowerment. When people are empowered they become motivated, initiated, 
confident, and exercise leadership, mobilize resources, want to solve their prob-
lems and be empowered to face their challenges. When people become active 
agents the result will be a successful capacity-building at both levels, individual-
ly and institutionally. Finally the outcomes listed above result in organization-
building. This is when a local organization practices its power in decision mak-
ing and managing resources. (Cornwall, 2011, 31-32.) 
3.4 Preventive Work 
According to dictionary of Social Work, Preventive work is ‘any work that seeks 
to stop a potential problem from emerging or an existing problem becoming 
more acute, whether for individuals, families or whole neighborhoods’ (John & 
Martin 2010, 410).To prevent pensioners from disease, it is important to focus 
on the levels of prevention. There are three levels of preventive measures 
which help to maximize the health, safety and mobility of old people.  
The first level is to stop disease first before happening. It will lower the chance 
of older people from getting a disease and it is less expensive treatment than 
medical treatment. Few examples of first level preventive measures are: exer-
cise, quit smoking, maintaining proper diet, vaccination (influenza, pneumonia, 
diphtheria & tetanus), low-dose aspirin therapy (one aspirin every other day to 
lower risk of heart related conditions), dental checkups and accident prevention 
for example preventing the risk of falling in their home or outside of their home. 
The accident may lead the older people in to high frailty, decrease their mobility 
and increase in long term care in and out of hospital. (SeniorHomes.com.) 
Second level prevention is about early detection and treatment of age related 
diseases. Screening for prostate cancer, mammogram examination for breast 
cancer treatment, screening colonoscopy for colon cancer are few examples of 
second level prevention measures. Most of older people do not go to the first 
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and second screening of prevention measures and these people usually end up 
in third level preventive measures. (SeniorHomes.com.)  
Third level of prevention, since the illness is already deeply rooted and the per-
son may be suffering from chronic disease, the person will be treated intensive-
ly to stop the disease from getting worse or spreading (SeniorHomes.com).  
More importantly staying active in life has a tremendous amount of benefit 
throughout once life course. Especially for older people over 60 it is important to 
lead active life to improve their mental, physical and social well-being. Age- re-
lated changes can be controlled and prevented through diet, exercise, environ-
mental adjustments and incorporating an active, stimulating lifestyle (Berk 2014, 
455). Some of the cognitive changes can be prevented from deterioration 
through reading, writing, comprehension and language. To preserve intelligence 
and skills the use of different cognitive exercises are helpful to refresh continu-
ously through old age. The study shows that the intelligence among individuals 
between aged 60 and 80 stays the same, some face deterioration and for oth-
ers it is time when they increase their intelligence (Green 2011, 182.). 
However, it is essential to create awareness in the old people’s community, es-
pecially of the developing countries, that many of the conditions the old people 
facing are treatable. For instance cataract operations can be used for sight, digi-
tal hearing aids for hearing loss and even people use antidepressants and psy-
chotherapeutic interventions to treat depression (Cann & Dean 2009, 112-113). 
Moreover to increase their mobility, strengthening muscles, bones and for a 
flexibility of joints and ligaments, a well-planned exercises for older people are 
important for their physical appearance (Berk 2014, 454). 
3.5 Volunteer and Volunteering Activity 
The European Charter of the Rights and Responsibilities of Volunteers define 
volunteer as ‘a person who carries out activities benefiting society, by free will. 
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These activities are undertaken for a non-profiting cause, benefiting the person-
al development of the volunteer, who commits their time and energy for the 
general good without financial reward’ (European Youth Forum 2012). Mean-
while an online business dictionary describes volunteer as a person that actively 
takes on a task, responsibility, or project on his or her own accord without need-
ing to be assigned, ordered, or told to do so and not paid for the work that they 
provide (Business Dictionary). The common characteristics of the two defini-
tions above is that volunteers provide unpaid services for the society out of their 
free will and also they are independent which distinguish volunteers from paid 
employees.  
Volunteering is very common in the church community as well. Diaconal work is 
done by the church, by professionally trained diaconal workers, and also by vol-
unteers (Diaconia, 2004-2007). The roll of the volunteer in diaconal work is cru-
cial. These volunteers can be ordinary people who need training and can also 
be qualified person who volunteer to serve using their professional skills, for 
example medical doctors, nurses, technological and communication experts 
and so on. 
Volunteering, as altruistic activity, always relate to nonprofit sector. As Lehtinen 
defines volunteering as a process where people come together, of their own 
free will, to start work and to improve their quality of life and overcome their dif-
ficulties. Lehtinen also stated three principles of volunteering work. Firstly in-
volving in volunteering work should come from one’s own free will. Secondly, 
the volunteers are not paid for their volunteering activities. Lastly, volunteers 
should be able to work with other regular people and their respective skills be-
cause everyone has skills and abilities to perform the activities of their desire. 
Despite the above principles of volunteering, there are some conditions that 
volunteers need like supervision, training, consulting, rewarding, and recogni-
tion. In some cases it is needed to cover some expenses that volunteers need, 
for example expenses for the use of phone, mail or travel expenses. (Lehtinen 
1997.) 
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Volunteering activity can be formal or informal. A person can involve in formal 
way of volunteering activity for example in Red Cross where he or she gets a 
formal job descriptions for a volunteering job and where the duration last for a 
longer period of time. In informal volunteering activity the duration is short time, 
providing help when needed without any job description. This can be a onetime 
event for example sports event or community fairs, shopping for neighbors. 
People participate in different types of activities as a volunteer such as raising 
money, committee work, personal care, office work, and so forth. Nonprofit or-
ganizations can have different positions for volunteers from management office 
to operational activities such clerical tasks, cleaning facilities and so on (Anheier 
2008, 221). 
According to Shine and Kleiner (2003), there are three types of volunteers. The 
first is the spot volunteer: only participate when there is a specific need to meet 
which could last for a day or longer but not repeated for a while. It may not re-
quire a special skill to take part, for example, volunteer to cleaning parks. The 
second type of volunteer is the regular volunteer. This type of volunteer is 
committed to the activity and performs a more formal which is similar to a paid 
job activity. Proper job description and clear responsibility is required. The vol-
unteer in turn will gain sense of gratification and accomplishment from the work 
they are committed. Tutoring kids, fire fighters, coaching sports and exercises 
are few examples to mention. In this type of volunteering, volunteers need to be 
present at all times during the activity session. The last one is a person who 
volunteers because he or she is required or forced by other person possibly by 
his or her employer, a friend, could also be in school curriculum as educational 
requirement and so on. Now days, organizations are encouraging their employ-
ees to participate in volunteer work during their regular working hours. Through 
volunteering the organization prompts positive image and gains goodwill for the 
organization. For example a health service sector will send the doctors to have 
a visit and perform checkups in an orphanage center. (Worth, 2009, 198.) 
People may have several different reasons that motivate them to be volunteers. 
In fact the motivations could also be a benefit for the volunteer. On one hand 
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people might be driven by the mission of the nonprofit organization to become a 
volunteer. Others driven by their personal values to give something back to the 
society they live in, by helping others to improve their lives and try to make 
change for the better future. On the other hand people are motivated to be vol-
unteers to gain benefit for self-reasons. People make friends, learn new skills 
such as leadership, management and develop their resume, gain confidence, 
work experience and so on. (Worth 2009, 198.) 
Yeung (2004) in her research, for volunteering in church social work in Finish 
Church, had developed a four-dimensional octagon model of volunteer motiva-
tion. The octagon has eight poles: getting-giving, continuity-newness, distance-
proximity, and thought-action. Yeung divided them in to two parts of motivation-
al indicators: in-ward (getting, continuity, distance, thought) and out-ward (ac-
tion, proximity, newness, and giving). The in-ward motivational pole is totally 
focused on personal benefit and internal reflection of thought. The out-ward 
pole indicates towards social circles, activities and giving to others. (Yeung 
2004, 97.) 
 
Figure 1. The octagonal model (Yeung 2004) 
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Volunteering in general benefits the help and the helper in one way or another. 
People volunteer at some point in their life course. For some it fulfills their ac-
complishments, brings joy and happiness to the helper and for others it helps 
them to improve their life to stay connected with the world especially for older 
people. Volunteering has a great benefit for the aging people after retiring from 
work to stay healthy and be productive. Pensioners, the member of the baby 
boomer population who are reaching age 65, are more educated, skilled and 
loaded with wealth of knowledge and experience that can be used for the great-
er help in their local schools, community and environment (Sellon 2014, 421-
437). 
The study shows that formal volunteering at old age has positive effect on their 
health, physical activity, and well-being (Sellon 2014, 421-437). Accepting the 
social roles also adds meaning and purpose to their life and engaging actively in 
social role also increases social support and social interactions with others. 
Volunteering improves different aspects of personal well-being such as happi-
ness, life-satisfaction, confidence, empowerment, self-rated health, and depres-
sion. More over participation will increase longevity and reduces the risk of func-
tional dependency and morality. Nonetheless volunteering in an organization 
does not cure diseases that are diagnosed but it can maintain the person to 
cope with the condition by using social and psychological support. (Li & Ferraro 
2006, 497-519.)  
Moreover it is essential to consider recruiting and retaining of pensioners in 
formal volunteering programs. Research has shown some components of best 
practices to recruit and retain the pensioners are through formal volunteering 
programs that are tailored for the pensioners. Best practices that are suggested 
are: a personal invitation, meaningfulness, social interaction, role flexibility, sti-
pends, support from staff, and recognition. These factors have different impact 
for different people and some help for recruiting purpose and some are im-
portant for older people to retain in the program. (Sellon 2014, 421-437.) 
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Furthermore the strengths perspective suggests more additional best practices 
by focusing on the pensioner’s strength and their abilities as well as their physi-
cal and cultural resources of their community. In addition to previous practices, 
identifying and use of individual’s strengths in communities and goal setting with 
volunteers are useful best practices that should be considered in the process of 
recruiting and retaining the volunteers in the program. When looking into the 
strength of individual pensioners, they are made of several lifetime experiences 
such as skills, talents, knowledge, and constrictive ideas. Skills might be gained 
through work experience as well as life experience such as conducting meet-
ings, teaching others, working through challenging life situations, creating 
budgets, coordinating projects, managing group activities and so on. Talents 
could be cognitive which is the ability to adapt easily or problem solving, and 
physical talents like the ability to paint or sing. Through the accumulated 
knowledge and idea they have, it is possible to create a meaningful volunteering 
project and activities that can develop their productivity and improve their com-
munity (Sellon 2014, 421-437.). 
4 NGOs AND SOURCES OF FUNDING FOR PROJECTS 
NGOs are a non-profit, non-governmental organization that does not work for 
profit. The failures theory states that in a society a market supply, government 
supply, and nonprofit organization supply cannot be able to satisfy every need 
on their own (Anheier 2008, 118). It is safe to assume that nonprofit organiza-
tions are gap-fillers, meaning that; they fill the gaps left by market failure and 
the government failure by providing goods and services for the people. A good 
example might be the market failure which results in economical inflation and 
the government unable to subsidize the differential thus allowing the pensioners 
unable to cope in their day to day needs and here the daycare which is a non-
profit organization comes in to help the pensioners thus filling the gap. The 
market failure implies to the amount of information released about a product or 
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service to the buyer from the seller. From the government side, failure created 
for different reasons such as political situation, lack of information about local 
problems and the size, prevent the government to take immediate action. 
(Worth 2009, 35.)   
The World Bank defines the term NGO as “private organizations that pursue 
activities to relieve suffering, promote the interests of the poor, protect the envi-
ronment, provide basic social services, or undertake community develop-
ment”(World Bank) .  
NGOs operate at a different level: community-based organization serving a 
specific population in a particular area, national organization works in one de-
veloping country, and international organization usually works in different devel-
oping countries placing their headquarter in developed countries. The communi-
ty-based organization in its context is a grass root operation build by individuals 
of common interest to tackle the unfavorable situation in the community. (World 
Bank.) 
Local community based non-governmental organizations, alike any other for 
profit organizations, need to cover their expenses for the distribution of the ser-
vices they provide. To cover their costs most of the time they use different re-
sources through charity, donations (monetary or in-kind), grants, foundations 
and voluntary participation with the stakeholders. They can also work in part-
nership with national or international organization where they can receive funds 
as well as expertise (World Bank).  
International organizations such as Help Age international and United Nations 
Development Programs support different projects in developing countries by 
donating finances. Finn Church Aid, one of the largest charity organizations, 
operates in different countries in the world locating budgets to different pro-
grams such as relief work, humanitarian assistance, and advocacy. (Finn Chuch 
Aid.) Lutheran World Federation works with small projects in developing coun-
tries such as Ethiopia, partnering with Ethiopian Evangilical Church Mekane 
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Eyesus, serving all people especially those who are most vulnerable situations 
(Lutheran World Federation. Ethiopia). Some Ambassadors in developing coun-
tries give an opportunity to apply for small grant to support local community de-
velopment. 
In most grassroots community developments, NGOs rely on volunteer’s contri-
bution of time, skills, energy and materials. They can involve in a different stag-
es of development process taking various level of responsibility. (Lalich 2011, 
219.)  
Community based diaconal development work recommends that the funding for 
the project should be raised from within the local community and from the con-
gregation. Dietrich explained the potential of one congregation as follows:  
‘Congregations have many possibilities and resources, both mate-
rial like buildings, land, employees, and so forth and non-materials 
like abilities, talents, participation, and so forth. When local congre-
gations and churches notice and make use of their own potential, 
big changes might happen. Congregations have local knowledge, a 
sense of ownership, many members, continuity and, not least of all 
credibility in community’. (Dietrich 2017, 146) 
Using methods such as mapping diaconal asset is one of the best methods rec-
ommended. This method assists to find out potential elements and practices, 
assets in the community, their motivation, mobilization, and transformation of 
the asset to run the project in the intended community. The diaconal asset could 
be tangible and intangible asset which both are important simultaneously. The 
tangible assets are practices like care for the needy that have been given since 
the early church, institutions and structures like hospitals, training centers to 
deliver services, human resources like skilled person with a strong personal 
motivation, economic resources like fund, donors and financial supporters, and 
communication resources like publications, education materials. The intangible 
assets are collective memory of the past like history of the past encourages 
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people to believe that it is also possible today too, the healing, transformation, 
reconciliation, and empowerment, rites an rituals like participating in faith com-
munities, ethos related to human dignity, protect and defend human life, and 
relationships like sense of belonging in a part of extended family. According to 
Nordstokken tangible assets implies ‘from above’ development work organized 
by the western. On the other hand the intangible asset implies diaconia devel-
opment ‘from below’ which is a grassroots organized project. It involves ordinary 
people and their asset (Nordstokken 2014, 217-219.). 
5 THESIS PROCESS AND PROJECT PLAN DEVELOPMENT 
Unlike the developed countries such as Finland where care centers and rehabil-
itation centers are available for elderly people, Ethiopian pensioners are not 
privileged with such services. Though there are very few institutional care ser-
vices but the provision is not yet adequate comparing to the need. The interest 
to develop this idea was generated after a couple of practice placement places 
with pensioners during the study years. There have been breaks from school 
years due to natural phenomenon (maternity leave). During the absent year 
from school the author traveled to Ethiopia, Nekemte and at that time the life of 
the elderly people in Nekemte came to attention. As a Diaconia/social service 
student one has to be sensitive to his or her surroundings. Years go by and the 
old are getting much older and the situation is now getting worse. On the next 
visit autumn 2016 the author decided to develop the idea as a project thesis.  
5.1 Thesis Development 
Interviews: individual and group discussion, and observation were the main data 
collection methods used for this project development. A short story was made to 
initiate discussions and questions for the group which focus on an elderly per-
son and how to integrate others in their life. Two self-organized elderly groups, 
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aged from 55years and above, and one young professional group were partici-
pated in the discussion. One of the elderly groups organized themselves to 
generate finance for themselves being as a whole food supplier for the commu-
nity at affordable price. The other group is organized themselves to open a day-
care for kids who are underprivileged and at the same time they use the place 
to socialize with their peers. Individual interview included one Reverend from 
Nekemte Mekan Yesus Church and three women who are living in the commu-
nity. 
Books, literature, journals and internet sources were used as a secondary data 
collection to write the theory part of the thesis. The Helsinki branch of Diakonia 
University of Applied Sciences librarian assisted with the finding of books and 
literature by using different search engines. The relevant key concepts were 
chosen with my supervisor and Diakonia’s project coordinator. The theoretical 
and the key concepts are used to write the thesis report and developed the pro-
ject plan. The final product of the thesis which is the project plan is attached to 
this report as an appendix. 
5.2 Project Plan development 
The project plan is written by using MCI course outline. The format of project 
plan lesson was used and modified to develop for this project plan. Some back-
ground check ups were made during resource and budget construction for the 
project.  
After the thesis and project plan is done the author would hope to find ways to 
bring the plan in to reality. The groups that were involved in the discussion for 
the interview are already willing to volunteer and participate in the project. Since 
this is not a one person project, the people who participated in the interview will 
be the first to be contacted. For the success of the project and to start the work 
together, appointing project management will be the first step.  
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At this stage of the project development, it is not yet clear to say who will take 
the project ownership. However the author has three options to choose from 
when the time comes. First, the developer of the plan will take the ownership. 
Secondly, project will work under the umbrella of Nekemte Mekane Eyesus 
Church and giving the ownership to the church. Thirdly, the people in the com-
munity will take the ownership.  
6 ANALYSIS  
Due to limited income from pension and absence of services for the retirees, 
elderly people who have retired from their job at the age of 60 years old are 
seen facing serious problems. Their retirement causes physical and mental de-
terioration. Due to loss of social contact with their peer at work, retirement leads 
to feelings of loneliness (Riekkinen 2015, 252-267).  
To fill the gaps that have been created by the market and government failures, 
non-governmental organizations organized by local community will play an im-
portant role to solve problems that these people encounter in their life. This pro-
ject will be assumed to be a place where the gap is filled. People being an ex-
pert of their own life and environment, with a little help from professionals, they 
can come up with the solution to fight against unfavorable situations.  
Diaconal development work in the community empowers people through differ-
ent work methods that have been discussed above. Through participation peo-
ple involve in decision making which have direct impact in empowerment. Full 
participation of the people in a project brings change in the group. The elderly 
day care and activity center will keep the elderly to stay active through their par-
ticipation in different roles, activities, and decision making for the better result of 
the project. Encouraging elderly people to participate and involve in the project 
as a volunteer will increase their motivations to be part of a group. 
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As the active theory states the elderly people can replace the lost activity or so-
cialization through their participation in a project. Some can take role in man-
agement others can participate in activities and services provided by the center. 
The center also gives all equal right because diaconia is about treating every-
one equally. The preventive work in the center will benefit the pensioners by 
slowing their aging, building their mental and physical being, and by increasing 
their productivity. It should be noted that the center will only practice the first 
step of preventive measures from the preventive measures as described in the 
preventive work to the extent that they follow the regulation and law that are put 
by the government. The aim is to prevent any situations before happening and 
this will be done with the cooperation of the health professionals in the form of 
basic health screening such as blood pressure and sugar level checkups and 
educational training on how to cope with age related problems.   
Following the continuity theory, the educated pensioners can choose their role 
and activities in the project according to their previous experience, role, and 
skills. Such involvement will bring effective results and sustainability for the pro-
ject. The use of their knowledge and wisdom for decisions making will result in 
empowerment in individual as well as in the group. Being an expert of their own 
lives, involving them fully in the process of the project to make decisions which 
will affect their lives always motivates them to work towards positive change. 
Through years people organize themselves for different reasons knowing what 
their needs are and share responsibilities amongst the participants to make de-
cisions as well as implement their plan for better results.  
‘When responsibility is shared, power is shared. When people be-
lieve they can make a difference, they do.’ (Ayres & Silvis 2011, 
161) 
Networking of individuals, groups, different organizations, and the municipality 
has significant effect on the development of the project. Through networking the 
community will work hand in hand to change the life of the elderly people. There 
are hidden potentials and talents in one community which can improve the envi-
ronment for everyone to live in harmony especially for the older people to age 
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well in the community they are familiar with (Haus 2017). To extract the hidden 
potential in the community, the people who are responsible for the project man-
agement should use different method of finding the resources. Mapping re-
sources as well as diaconal assets are practical methods to allocate the re-
sources in the community to run the project. It is also encouraged to depend 
more in the local resources while running the project because communities 
grow as well as the demand for the resources.  
The main strength of the project is its educated pensioners. Pensioners in 
Nekemte are motivating themselves to form a group for different reasons but 
that does not answer their questions on how active they can be in that particular 
group. For that reason this project will answer their questions making them pro-
ject managers as well as participants. Work force is mainly dependent on their 
participation and volunteering actions. The project is gaining positive feedback 
from different groups and individuals who are aware of the situation and are 
able to see the importance of the project. There are promises from the target 
group who are willing to involve in different ways, such as involving in manage-
ment roles, giving and raising donations, and as well as active volunteers. Peo-
ple who will take part in giving are aware that they will be receivers of God’s 
blessings. In general the project’s strength is the people who live in the commu-
nity as well as who still value the community even if they live somewhere else at 
the moment. 
Every project has weaknesses, however the weakness should be acknowl-
edged by the project management. The traditional way of starting a project re-
quires a lot of financial backing and awareness in using the community re-
sources is still lacking. Ideally analyzing, if the current project plan is presented 
to the community the majority will find it unrealistic. The other weakness will be 
the population of the target group could be bigger than expected. It needs care-
ful planning in this situation which in turn results in an opportunity. Depending 
on the populating the center could expand to other areas where there are more 
pensioners in the same area. This is also a long term goal for the project. If 
people gain the awareness of mapping their resources and diaconal assets, 
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starting the project will have a much more opportunity to expand in less time 
than expected.  
The project might face a threat from organization that works with pensioners, 
conflict of interest might be created. The political unrest in Ethiopia, especially in 
Nekemte, at the moment will push the starting date for the project. License from 
government office might take time to process. Last but not least, since the pro-
ject is dependent mostly on people’s participation and community resources, 
people who does not have the awareness of community development projects 
might make the limited financial resources as threat to start a project. 
7 PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
Diaconia University of Applied Sciences gave me a chance to explore knowl-
edges of social work, diaconal work, as well as community development work in 
theory and in practices in my study life. I have gained different skills to work with 
people professionally as well as personally. I could say I have strengthened my 
God given talent through these years. I believe that I have a calling to be a 
member of the Diaconia society to help as much as I can. It has a rewarding 
feeling for me to strengthen my faith and believes I once acquired from my fami-
ly, the church, and the community in my study life through this degree program 
in social services and Diaconia social work. Making my study option with Diaco-
nia social work helped me to see the world of social work through different per-
spective. I have had the chance to practice placements in parishes and other 
social sectors.  
There had been an interesting, challenging, and professional growth in my jour-
ney. Sometimes I had to separate my feelings from the situation to deal profes-
sionally other times I had to use my feeling to do what is right. In addition to les-
sons taught in lectures, the practical places broadened my experience and 
helped me to develop professionally. Through time I realized that just because 
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we are professionals, we should not make people the object of our service ra-
ther they should be the subject of their own lives. As a Diaconal professional 
one has to respect, to motivate, to empower, have compassion, and good hu-
man interaction to bring a good quality of work in their profession. Moreover, as 
we are all the same in our God’s eye we should also practice the same in our 
work and behavior. In this profession a diaconal social worker is not a leader 
but a facilitator who is always going to be there for fellow human beings to as-
sist and find solutions together for the situations with individual as well as with 
the community.  
Writing my thesis has helped me to refresh and broaden my knowledge of the 
theories I have accumulated in my study life. I even have found some goals and 
dreams for myself. I gained confidence in my profession and I am now ready to 
move to the next phase of my life to share my knowledge with people. As a di-
aconal social worker I have to be sensitive to the situations in my surroundings 
and be part of it to bring about solutions. I want to work with people where they 
are the subject instead of treating them as an object. I want to create aware-
ness to others that we have all we need around us if we come together in one 
heart and one mind, to change our environment and build a better community. I 
believe God, our creator, will provide the rest. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Based on the statistics given by UN the number of aging population from devel-
oping countries is believed to grow very rapidly in the coming decades, for in-
stance from year 2000-2030 the aging population in less developing countries is 
expected to grow from 249 million to 690 million. This projection also includes 
the old, with that being said, currently there isn’t any initiation or programs that 
are designed which are similar to this plan to support elderlies in Ethiopia. 
 
From observation, the number of elderly persons living in Nekemte, a small 
town in western Ethiopia, is increasing very rapidly. Especially the educated 
pensioners who are facing loneliness, depression and health hazards of old age 
as soon as they retire and even some just die before they reach seventy. De-
spite the limited income pension they received from the government, most of 
them are often living in poverty and seen sitting under tea shops along the 
street sides of Nekemte. It is widespread situation to see quite a number of 
them begging around Nekemte town throughout the country trying to win their 
daily meal. Not only that, these old persons are usually pushed away from being 
the beneficiaries of any such resource available in the area because they lack 
the capacity to protect their right to live longer and a dignified life.  
 
Taking under consideration of the problem that existed in Nekemte area, this 
project plan is designed to establish an elderly day care and activity center, 
where all pensioners and people from other parts of the society who are 60 and 
older will come to work and share their experience with the youth generation. 
This center is not only beneficiary to pensioners but also for the young genera-
tion who live in Nekemte area. The center is designed to start with at least 10 
employees and 60 beneficiaries with a starting budget of 1,020,000 ETB for the 
first year as a pilot project. However, by the end of year 2025, 30 people will be 
expected to have a place to work and 200 people will have a place to come and 
share their experience and teach one another.  
2 PROJECT BACKGROUND 
The project will be implemented in Western Region of Ethiopia, East Wollega 
zone in Nekemte town. In 2015 the population was estimated to be 120,000. 
The project plan tries to deploy the role of reciprocal relationships between 
youth, educated pensioners, volunteer Christian business persons, faith organi-
zations, and municipality of Nekemte town to mitigate the problems of elderly 
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people Thus, this plan is to build community based intergenerational care and 
support facilities that people over the age of sixty who are on their pension or 
going to pension can live dignified life and age gracefully within the community 
where they are living close to their loved ones and meet with their peer groups 
whom they worked and lived together in their working life, for as long as possi-
ble.  
The project will integrate the two types of elderly day care: elderly social day 
care and elderly day health care service (which will help them to keep active, 
remind medication time if on treatment and help them to take care of them-
selves better). The elderly social day care provides social activities for the older 
people such as reading, physical activity, games, singing, educational activities 
and so on. 
3 TARGET GROUP AND STAKEHOLDERS 
The main target group or stakeholders of this project are generally men and 
women who are near to their retirement age of 60 and above. The selection of 
the age group is dependent on Ethiopia’s retirement age which is 60years.In 
addition more focus will be given to older adults who are educated and profes-
sional pensioners. This project has no intention of discrimination in its nature 
rather to support everyone to participate in the project. However, these people 
when they retire from work staying at home will be a new phenomenon which 
needs adjustment. They may encounter loneliness, depression as they are sep-
arated from their peer groups after long years of service. In addition, most of 
this project’s management depends on the participation of the educated pen-
sioners. Organizing them will be easier and their professional expertise will be 
of use for the project. Other people will be involved in the project accordingly.  
The project will provide a reciprocal benefit for youth population by integrating 
them with the elderly. The youth receive the accumulated wisdom and experi-
ence from elderly people. It will also tackle the issue of youth unemployment by 
giving a place to practice working with elderly people. At the same time the 
youth provide their help in different chores at the center.  
In order to have a well-organized and sustainable project it is essential to in-
volve different potential stakeholders in the community, for example, community 
members, volunteers, employed or unemployed youth, business persons, faith 
based institutions, hospitals, schools, universities, the municipality, and social 
offices.  
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4 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
The aim of the project is to replicate the day care and activity center to every 
neighborhood which will be a senior-friendly community based on support. The 
alternative motive of the project is to resemble the institutional day cares found 
in developed countries and introduces them to this part of the world, Nekemte. 
The project will try to enhance self-esteem of the elderly especially the educat-
ed pensioners and to sustain socialization; this usually increases due to staying 
home after going to pension.  
The objectives of the project are, to avoid loneliness of retirees through their 
peers of the same situation and indirectly giving time to their caregivers to do 
other things or even relax, than staying at home To develop a wide range of 
services of the day care center including the elderly health care service program 
and the socialization with others program. To make the project accessible in 
every neighborhood to meet the needs of other elders who are in need of day 
care service.  
To encourage families and faith communities to take part in elderly day care 
center to support in any way they can. Moreover to involve all stakeholders like 
faith based institutions, unemployed or employed youth, educated pensioners, 
volunteers, community members, business persons, the municipality and the 
social office to build a safe community for the elderly people. 
5 OUTPUTS 
At this stage of the planning, meetings and discussions were made with few 
stakeholders who could affect the success of the project. Promises have been 
made by the people who have been introduced to this project. Recently retired 
project coordinator, couple of doctors and nurses, accountants, self-organized 
pensioners and their premises, young professional groups and other volunteers 
are the few to mention. 
To reach out the stakeholders in the community will be rather an easy task be-
cause words travel faster in our society. Churches, community meetings, and 
associations who are involved in the elderly work are the common place to lo-
cate the main stakeholders of the project. Meanwhile the use of media such as 
e-mail, Facebook would not be undermined to attract other stakeholder who live 
abroad and want to support the project with different resource. 
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In order to reach its goal the facilitator and the project management needs to 
use different methods and practices such as brainstorming sessions, mapping 
resources, open dialogue, meetings, to come to a common agreement and de-
cide the priority of the work. This process could help to find out the commitment 
of the stakeholders. 
The first rule of planning in a project plan is to ‘be prepared to re-plan’. Some 
plans could be changed when unexpected situations arise. In this particular pro-
ject it is important to go through the plan with the people who are implementing 
the tasks. Taking the opinions of different stakeholders who would participate in 
the project will help to adjust few plans. Through the course of the project plan-
ning some things might need adjustments and sometimes new information will 
come along.  
To start the center a premises is needed. With the help of the municipality and 
cooperation, a community house or building will be applied for by the project 
committee. In case the project could not get its own premise, the project will 
take the plan B, which will be using the already legally established organization 
named Walif Wali Yadu compound discussed latter in chapter 6. 
If the project is granted its own space, the following description of the venue is 
the ideal plan for the center which incorporates everything in one premise as a 
plan A. The ideal venue would be a villa like housing with multiple rooms and a 
compound. The house will have sufficient spacing of land which will be full 
beautiful garden. The landscaping includes a path with enough space for 
wheelchair, enough seats in the sun and under the shade where people sit and 
talk to each other, and they can walk around in the garden. The garden will 
have gardening beds for persons who enjoy gardening, and will be encourage 
for others to do for its therapeutic values as well. The plants are well selected 
for the safety of the people with allergy.    
Elderly day care and activity center will have multiple rooms, an office, one for 
counseling and nursing care if need arises and a silent room of faith. There will 
be a multipurpose meeting room for socialization and different leisure activities 
as well as to be used as a dining room. A library room in the corner for those 
who want to read something, a TV room for watching different educative films 
and listening to current news, a functional shower room and toilet designed for 
the elders to be easily accessed and used in addition to the outdoor toilet. The 
kitchen will be refurnished to a modern kitchen style to ensure easy cooking 
with a minimum kitchenette: worktop, sink with a drainer, kitchen table, oven, 
refrigerator and deep freezer. Laundry, storage and cleaners room can be lo-
cated outside of the main house. 
The design of the rooms and the selections of the furniture should be well con-
sidered to prevent accidents and falls. The wheelchair users should be put in 
mind. The room settings should be simple and easy to move around to rear-
range for different activities.  
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6 IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 
First of all it is important to raise awareness about the project. A project such as 
this works in a community at a grassroots level mainly depending on volunteer 
contribution for labor, material, and financial support. This project will be imple-
mented by people of common interest. To organize the people a Diaconia social 
worker or a person with a community work back ground is needed to act as a 
facilitator. The role of the facilitator is to bring the stakeholders together and 
give them support when needed. The facilitator needs to understand that this 
project is the people’s project and they have equal right to shape the project 
according to their needs. It is about treating everyone equally with love, respect 
and understanding.  
Projects are better implemented and managed when the person who designed 
the project coordinates the implementation on site. However, this project is go-
ing to be implemented in collaboration with the already legally established or-
ganization named Walif Wali Yadu. This organization is established three years 
back by retires who have teaching background. The aim of the organization is to 
create a place where pensioners come together to create a forum on how to 
better adapt to the new life of pension and render support to each other psycho-
logically. In addition the members of the organization have devised a way to 
keep themselves busy by opening kindergarten for children whose family can-
not afford to send them to a proper day care. They funded their own expenses 
from what they have saved throughout their career and monthly contributions. 
As was mentioned earlier few potential stakeholders have promised to partici-
pate in the project and the above mentioned elderly group also promised to act 
as project management. Before implementation process starts, a committee of 
seven persons (four members from the elderly and three community members) 
will be nominated by the members as the first task of the project because they 
know the system better on how to go about to start the real work. They will also 
revise the plan in order to meet their point of views and be able to incorporate 
the relevant points. In doing so the project realizes that they are the expert of 
their life and their input to revise the plan matters during the implementation 
process. In order to assign others into different tasks and responsibilities, the 
project management needs to use brainstorming technique, visual mapping re-
sources, and meeting with potential stakeholders. To avoid conflict and increase 
productivity between the groups assigning the person according to his or her 
ability is essential.  
Using these methods they can also locate potential resources and funds to run 
the project activities. Every community has its own potential resources to start 
its own project if organized effectively. Resource is not only financial but per-
sons can contribute their labor, profession, and expertise which in turn replace 
the financial expense. So it is important to believe it is possible to depend on 
human resources where financial resources are limited. Working with the local 
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resources has a greater benefit in the future development and project sustaina-
bility. Most importantly, the Walif Wali Yadu group should be everyone’s motiva-
tion and encouragement to come together to bring change for our elderly and 
our future in our community.  
Financial support will be applied to the local municipality. Financial support is 
needed to cover costs such as: salary for the facilitator, security, cleaning ser-
vices, food, refreshments, rent, telephone, and internet, stationary, transporta-
tion for volunteers, and other small expenses. It is hoped that some of the ex-
penses will be covered through donations or in-kind gifts.  
7 WORKPLAN 
The work will be divided among volunteers, elderly people, and the unemployed 
youth who are willing to gain the rich experience from the educated pensioners. 
Such collaborative partnership could be a pilot project which needs courage and 
readiness to face any challenges throughout the process. The committee will 
follow up the implementation process to discuss upon what has been planned 
and achieved on the monthly meeting. Every committee member has to respect 
each other, old or young, to accommodate everyone’s idea presented and thor-
oughly discussing on it respectfully and equally as long as it is relevant. 
The table below shows the work plan for Nekemte Elderly Day Care for 2019. 
The major tasks are further divided into smaller tasks to make them easier for 
the implementation process. The project management group will assign the task 
to anyone who is able to accomplish the task based on their capability. Current-
ly some minor tasks have already been started and some are even completed. 
These tasks will help facilitate the smooth implementation of the project upon 
the scheduled time, 2019. 
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Nekemte Elderly Day Care and Activity Center Work Plan 2019 
Task Responsible Status 
Paper work   
Meeting with Elderly people and 
pensioners  
 Yadeni Wakjira In progress 
Meeting with Church Leaders Yadeni Wakjira In progress 
Discussion about paper work Yadeni, Eldely,youth & Church In progress 
Licensing  Yadeni & Mr. A Not started 
Drafting HRM Yadeni,management team Not started 
Assigning the management team  Yadeni, Eldely,youth & Church Not started 
Meeting with Young professionals Yadeni In progress 
Recruitument Yadeni,management team Not started 
Making visits to track elderly Yadeni, management team, 
volunteer youth & Church 
Not started 
Work to be done before opening      
Raising Fund Locally Yadeni, Eldely, Youth & Church Not started 
Finallizing Rent Yadeni, management team Not started  
Landscaping  Volunteer, Architect from 
Church's Young Professionals 
Not started 
Cleaning up the overall compound Volunteer Church Youth Not started 
Buying seeds and other mainte-
nance of the place  
volunteer, pensioners Not started 
Building fence and securing the 
area  
Security and civil worker, volun-
teer 
Not started 
Building wheelchair facility volunteer, security Not started 
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Dividing the work load     
Designing time table for nurses 
and doctor 
Yadeni,management team Not started 
Designing time table for computer 
teachers 
Yadeni,management team Not started 
Designing time table for physical 
exercise  
Yadeni,management team Not started 
Designing the library management  Yadeni,management team Not started 
Designing time tabel for church 
activity 
Yadeni,management team Not started 
Assigning other volunteers Yadeni,management team Not started 
Designing the kitchen service Yadeni,management team Not started 
Buying and allocating utility and 
maintenance  
    
Placing order for vehicle that 
transporting the elderly 
Yadeni,management team Not started 
Buying Wheel Chairs and Sup-
ports 
Yadeni, management team Not started 
Furniture  Yadeni, management team Not started 
Computer  Yadeni, management team Not started 
Books  Yadeni, management team Not started 
Game and other resource Yadeni, management team Not started 
Food Yadeni, management team Not started 
Medical equipment Yadeni, management team Not started 
Other Maintenance expense Yadeni, management team Not started 
Stationary  Yadeni, management team Not started 
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8 RESOURCES  
The main resource for the project is the human capital, pensioners. These peo-
ple are educated and have different area of expertise that could be useful for 
the project. Besides, self-made local elderly organizations are the key to infor-
mation. First of all it is important to use mapping resource method to find out the 
potential resources useful for the center. Mapping will be done by the profes-
sional pensioners who are appointed to be project management. The plan tries 
to involve everyone in the community to build this project by contributing what 
they have. It could be time, cash donation, knowledge, skill, in kind contribution 
and so on.  
Collaboration with different organization such as hospitals, schools, faith based 
organization, university, clinics, local gym, library and other community based 
organization, will bring more human resources and skills that could benefit the 
project one way or other. The participation of volunteers increase more re-
sources and help to minimize financial expenditure. Volunteers can involve in 
different stages of the organization’s life cycle to provide or share their time, 
skill, energy, expertise, materials, finance and physical labor. For example doc-
tors and nurses to assist medication and health situation, local gymnast as a 
trainer, the center can give a practice placement for a student. In general the 
center is open for people who are willing to volunteer in any way possible. 
Fundraising through leaflets and social media campaign can be held in the town 
of Nekemte to get more funds for the project. Families of these elderly people 
who are currently living abroad will be informed to participate in this project. In 
addition, as initial budget l will use restaurant day and small fundraising party to 
collect some money in Helsinki.  
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9 BUDGET 
Activity Sub Activity Location Date Budget ETB Desired outcome
Paper work Licensing Nekemte Ref...to work plan 5 000 A
HRM B
Assigning management C
Plotting works Landscaping Nekemte Ref.. to work plan 60 000 D
Cleaning up the compound E
Buying seeds for gardening F
Building fences G
Wheel chair facility
 HRM Volunteers Nekemte Ref...to work plan 100 000 H
Assigning nurses and doctor I
Physical activities instructor J
Chruch activities K
Accountant and other employees
Maintenace Expenses Furniture Nekemte Ref...to work plan 550 000 A
Vehicle & wheel chair D
Computers H
Books C
Games and other resources 
Medical equipments
Other maintence expenses
Expenses   Rent 200 000 A
Utility expense(phone, water) B
Food expenses C
Stationary expenses D
Service expenses E
Total 915 000
Estimated Budjet 30 000€
Current Exchange Rate 1€=34ETB 1020000 ETB
Rent and other expenses ecpected t 
be paid on time without any 
additional fee
Responsible 
person
Nekemete Elderly Day Care/Activity Center Budget
All the paper work will be done 
regarding the center and also number 
of people who's going to work with in 
the center who mentor the daily 
activity.
Personnel will be assigned to took 
over the plotting area ,arrenging the 
house and in order to be able to make 
it ready for use.
Assigning volunteer to work with the 
pensioners and to divide job among 
them.
All the materials should be bought 
and brought to the facility to start 
working soon.
 
Depending on in-kind donations the total cost of the project could be less than 
the above estimated figure. Books, furniture, sports and medical equipment are 
possible to be collected as in-kind donation. 
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10 RISKS  
A possible risk in developing the elderly day activity center could be that facing 
an opposition from another group which works with pensioners. The recent po-
litical situation in Ethiopia might also make the work difficult. The other possible 
risk is that there is no awareness of such project in the community and govern-
ment officials. Hence, there is a need to build awareness at different levels in 
the community so that all activities will be up to speed as scheduled. On the 
other hand, the government policy in administering NGO’s has been changing 
over the past years making things difficult to focus on the task at hand. 
11 PROJECT ORGANIZATION  
11.1 Role and Responsibility 
The project is mainly run by the retired professionals. Recruiting of volunteers is 
also important. It is a concrete step in identifying a responsible volunteer for 
different roles in the project. Profession, willingness of individuals, and level of 
commitment for the job are important factors during recruitment. Appointing ex-
ecutive management ensures the management of the project in an organized 
way. The professional pensioners and the professional volunteers will monitor 
those on medication, serve hot meals, snacks consulted by a dietitian and per-
form physical therapy, and arrange social activities. These professionals may 
also help to arrange transportation to and from the center according to the 
need. 
11.2 Activities of the day care center 
These are examples of the general idea for the activities and services provided 
by the center. However more activities will be organized according to the re-
quest of the stakeholders of the project. 
Activity and care center will include:  
 Counseling on how aging can be pleasant 
 Education and training on healthy living and other subjects  
 Physical exercise 
 Cognitive Training, cards, dominos, chase  
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 painting, knitting, reading, discusion 
 Music and singing 
 Technology use through training 
 Health screening 
 Recreation – meeting with people and walking in groups 
 Socialization with each other and young volunteers 
 Supervision of those who take different medications  
 Transportation to and from the center to visit places of interest 
 Medication management – especially for those on medication 
 Associating with younger generation 
11.3 Number of participants 
It is always best to start small. The center will start with 70 people who are di-
rectly benefited from the service. The center may accommodate 10 to 15 people 
in one activity session in a day. Meanwhile other participants could be knitting, 
painting, playing cards, and other games which do not occupy a lot of space.  
12 DOCUMENTATION, EVALUATION, REPORTING 
Documentation of the project process will start at the initial stage of the project. 
Placing all the necessary information, the success as well as the failure of the 
project, will help in later life cycle of the project for evaluation and reporting. 
There will be a continuous monitoring and periodic evaluation by internal and 
external experts. The management staff will be in charge of comparing plan 
versus achievement to measure efficiency of the outcome. Zonal and regional 
government offices will visit the facility annually and will get reports quarterly. 
The project always has starting and finish line. As a project developer it is my 
wish to see this project to last longer and be our gift to the next generation. 
Once the community gained awareness of its resources it is more likely that the 
project will sustain under any circumstances. To cover its running cost the pro-
ject could start with simple ideas which generate money. For example, produc-
ing bio gas, giving lectures on their area of expert, raising vegetables and crops, 
making Ethiopian traditional clothes made of cotton. The management commit-
tee could come up with their own possible ideas for the sustainability of the pro-
ject.  
Moreover, I believe the highest power our creator God will provide for his peo-
ple as we try to help one another and treat our elders with respect, love and 
trust. The project requires discipline from every individual. Everyone is equal 
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and their idea is respected. We all have to treat others the same as we want to 
be treated. 
 
‘’THE FIRST RULE OF PLANNING: BE PREPARED TO REPLAN’’ 
